Kids need libraries.
Kids need books.
Schools need the money
LaSalle Street TOOK!

Starsing Schools
It's a CRIME.
Time for the bankers
to serve their time.

CPS
says they're BROKE.
 Charity for bankers
is a JOKE.

I don't know, but it's been said,
billionaires run the Board of Ed.
I don't know, but I've been told,
that their pockets are lined with gold.

DON’T cut our wages.
DON’T close our schools.
Let's start PLAYING
by the RULES.

Who pays taxes
the working class!
Fat cats PROFIT and
kids come LAST.

TIFs for billionaires
HURT US ALL.
Fund our neighborhood
schools THIS FALL.

Pay cuts for teachers?
We say NO!
Tax the people
with lots of dough!

Hey, fat cats,
we're NO FOOLS!
You ROB your workers and
STEAL from schools.

Teachers and families
must unite.
Education
is a human right.

EDUCATION
is a RIGHT!
That is why
we HAVE TO FIGHT!

Toxic swaps
are UNFAIR.
Treat our children
with LOVE and CARE.

Pay cut?
NO THANKS!
Take the MONEY
from the BANKS!

We pay taxes,
WHY DON'T THEY?
Bankers and Billionaires
ought to PAY.

Cut our wages?
We say NO.
Appointed School Board
has got to GO.

We want a Contract
JUST and FAIR.
Treat our children
with LOVE and CARE.
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WHAT DO WE WANT? FAIR CONTRACT!
WHEN DO WE WANT IT? NOW!!

If Rahm Emanuel tries to STOP me
he'll see UNION MEMBERS in his LOBBY!!!

EDUCATION IS A RIGHT!
THAT IS WHY
WE’VE GOT TO FIGHT!!

Kids need Libraries!
Kids need Books!
Schools need the Money
LASALLE STREET TOOK!!

Hey Rahm
We’re NO FOOLS!
We won’t let you
RUIN OUR SCHOOLS!!

WHAT DO WE WANT?
ELECTED SCHOOL BOARD!
WHEN DO WE WANT IT?
NOW!!

WHOSE SCHOOLS?
OUR SCHOOLS!!
WHOSE SCHOOLS?
OUR SCHOOLS!

Toxic swaps
are unfair!
Treat our children
with Love and Care!!

We need teachers.
We need books.
We need the money that RAHM took!!

Get UP!
Get DOWN!
Chicago is a UNION TOWN!!

We pay Taxes.
Why Don’t They?
Bankers and Billionaires ought to PAY!!

Pay cuts for teachers?
We say NO!
TAX the cronies with lots of dough!

NO JUSTICE!
NO PEACE!!
NO JUSTICE!!
NO PEACE!!

PUBLIC EDUCATION is under attack.
What do we do?
Stand UP, Fight BACK!!

SPECIAL EDUCATION is under attack.
What do we do?
Stand UP, Fight BACK!!